In this paper, we show that in a multi-camera context, we can effectively handle occlusions in real-time at each frame independently, even when the only available data comes from the binary output of a simple blob detector, and the number of present individuals is a priori unknown.
Introduction
In recent years, many people detection and tracking systems have been proposed, whether from monocular images or multiple cameras. They usually try to estimate the location of the people either in the image plane or on the ground plane from visual clues such as color, silhouettes, wide-baseline stereo and binary masks obtained from a preliminary image segmentation.
Most of them strongly rely on temporal information and use a Bayesian framework such as Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to combine a motion model, that is a probability distribution of state transitions over time, and an appearance model, usually the conditional probability of the locations of individuals given the image data. However, imposing temporal continuity is a mixed blessing: When all goes well, it definitely increases robustness but, if errors start creeping in, the estimator may begin to diverge and eventually fail. Furthermore, in many real systems such as * This work was supported in part by the Federal Office for Professional Education and Technology and conducted in collaboration with Visiowave, S.A. those where images are only acquired at much less than 25 frames per second, it simply does not apply.
In this paper, we show that in a multi-camera context, with a realistic and relatively small number of cameras such as depicted by figures 1 and 2, we can effectively handle occlusions at each time frame independently, even when the only data available comes from the output of a simple blob detector based on background subtraction and when the number of individuals is unknown a priori. This is of course not to say that in a complete system temporal continuity or more sophisticated texture measures should not be used. Instead, we would argue that our proposed algorithm should be combined with more traditional approaches to enforcing motion models to simultaneously perform tracking and detection, as was so convincingly demonstrated in [15] . Given binary images such as those of figure 2 (c and d), our algorithm estimates the conditional probability of presence of people at a particular top view location as follows: We first define a generative model that, given a particular probability distribution in the top view, computes probabil- ity images in which each pixel is assigned its likelihood of belonging to the union of all binary blobs. This generative model is an analytical average of pictures drawn by putting human-sized rectangles at occupied locations. Those rectangles are automatically computed from the approximate knowledge of a persons's height and the homography mapping the ground plane in the camera view and the top view. We then iteratively optimize the probability field so that the generated probability images match the binary input images until the field converges towards a fixed point. This estimation is performed in less than 150ms per frame on a standard 2.4Ghz PC.
This computation is the opposite of the feed-forward one performed by most state-of-the-art approaches [2, 6, 13, 14, 16] that rely on matching segmented regions and deriving a probability estimate in the top view from those matches. We start from the probability estimate in the top view and generate probability images to be compared with the actual input images. In spirit, this is close to the analysis by synthesis approaches to human motion modeling that have become popular because they allow the algorithms to take into account very subtle effects that would be difficult to handle any other way. Our method could also be related to SpaceCarving approaches for multi-view 3D scene reconstruction such as [3, 1] where each voxel in 3D space is assigned its probability of belonging to the scene, given a set of images. By shifting the inversion process -that is, the estimation of the probability field as a function of the observationsonto an iterative algorithm, we avoid the requirement of an analytical expression of the inverse mapping and thus can handle a complex and stochastic dependency between the presences of individuals and the binary segmented images.
We have verified experimentally that the mathematically sound framework we propose has the following desirable emergent behavior:
• The algorithm can deal with potentially low quality binary input images, which are the norm rather than the exception in real-world applications, and with a very primitive human shape model.
• Complex occlusions between individuals are correctly handled. For instance, if the estimated probability of presence at a certain location is high, the system considers it has little or no information about any other location that is occluded by it.
• Perspective effects with regards to blob size and apparent feet and head location are correctly taken into account.
Furthermore, the probability of occupancy in the top view that our algorithm computes has a clear probabilistic semantic. It would therefore be natural to incorporate this algorithm into a complete HMM framework.
Related Work
Related work can be divided into monocular and multiview approaches that we briefly review in this section. Some monocular approaches have proved efficient but, when the density of people increases, it becomes essential to merge information from several cameras in order to ensure a people detection and tracking strategy that are both accurate and robust against occlusions.
Monocular approaches 2.1.1 Blob-based methods
Some algorithms rely on binary blobs, such as [8] , where a single-camera system combines shape analysis and tracking to locate people and maintain appearance models in order to track them even in presence of occlusions.
Approaches that perform tracking in a single view prior to computing correspondences across views also fall into this category. In [10] , the limits of field of view of each camera are computed in every other camera from motion information. When a person gets visible in one camera, it is automatically found in other cameras where it is visible. In [4] , a background/foreground segmentation is performed on calibrated images, followed by human shape extraction from foreground objects and feature point selection extraction. Feature points are tracked in a single view and the system switches to another view when the current camera no longer has a good view of the person.
Color-based methods
In [11] , the images are segmented pixel-wise into different classes, thus modeling people by continuously updated Gaussian mixtures. A standard tracking process is then performed using a Bayesian framework, which helps keep track of people under occlusion. When such a case occurs, models of persons in front keep being updated, but the update of occluded ones stops, which may cause trouble if their appearances have changed noticeably when they reemerge.
More recently [17] , multiple humans are simultaneously detected and tracked in crowded scenes. Markov chain Monte-Carlo-based methods are used to compute the Maximum A Posteriori estimate of the number of objects in the scene, their positions and their correspondences in previous frames. In [15] , multiple people are detected and tracked in complex backgrounds using mixture particle filters guided by people models learnt by an Adaboost algorithm. In [7] , multi-cue 3D object tracking was addressed by combining particle-filter based Bayesian tracking and detection using learnt spatio-temporal shapes. This approach leads to impressive results but requires shape, texture and stereo information as input.
These last two approaches demonstrate that an efficient detection algorithm can dramatically improve tracking performances, especially when dealing with a varying number of objects. Moreover, combining detection and tracking can help robustly recover object location in complicated situations where tracking alone would tend to drift and fail.
Multi-view approaches
Despite the effectiveness of such methods, the use of multiple cameras soon becomes necessary when one wishes to accurately detect and track multiple people and compute their 3D locations in a complex environment. Occlusion handling may be facilitated by the use of 2 sets of stereo color cameras [12] but, in most approaches that only take a set of 2D views as input, occlusion is mainly handled using the temporal consistency brought by a motion model, whether from Kalman filtering or Markov models.
Blob-based methods
In [13] , Kalman filtering is applied on 3D points obtained by fusing in a least-squares sense the image-to-world projections of points belonging to binary blobs. In [2] , a Kalman filter is used to simultaneously track in 2D and 3D, and object locations are estimated through trajectory prediction during occlusion.
In [6] , a best-hypothesis and a multiple-hypothesis approaches are compared to find people tracks from 3D locations obtained from foreground binary blobs extracted from multiple calibrated views. In [16] , silhouette-based visual angles are obtained from motion blobs. In case of occlusion ambiguities, multiple occlusion hypotheses are generated given predicted object states and previous hypotheses. A Bayesian framework is applied to test multiple hypotheses using a state transition model, a dynamics model for transitions between occlusion structures and the measurements.
Color-based methods
[14] proposes a system that segments, detects and tracks multiple people in a scene using a wide-baseline setup of up to 16 synchronized cameras. Intensity information is directly used to perform single-view pixel classification and match similarly labeled regions across views to derive 3D people locations. Occlusion analysis is performed in two ways. Firstly, during pixel classification, the computation of prior probabilities takes occlusion into account. Secondly, evidence is gathered across cameras to compute a presence likelihood map on the ground plane which accounts for the visibility of each ground plane point in each view. Ground plane locations are then tracked over time using a Kalman filter.
In [9] , individuals are tracked both in image planes and top view. The 2D and 3D positions of each individual are computed so as to maximize a joint probability defined as the product of a color-based appearance model and 2D and 3D motion models derived from a Kalman filter.
Those approaches propose complete tracking systems incorporating many visual cues as well as temporal consistency. Our contribution addresses a sub-part of such systems and proposes a way of handling occlusions at the pure detection level.
Finding a Fixed Point
The fundamental idea of our method is to estimate for every location of a virtual top-view the conditional probability of presence of an individual, given the detected blobs in every camera view. It appears that this is tantamount to finding probabilities such that corresponding synthetic images match the actual binary inputs.
In practice, we partition the top view with a regular grid as shown in figures 3(c) and 4. Our goal is to estimate the probabilities of occupancy ρ i = P (X i = 1 | V ), where X i is the Boolean random variable standing for the presence of an individual at grid location i and V the set of input binary images. We show here that the ρ i can be found as the fixed V the set of binary views (V1, . . . , VC) generated from the C video streams by the background subtraction. Xi the boolean random variable standing for the presence of an individual at location i. ρi the conditional marginal probability P (Xi = 1 | V ) that an individual is standing at location i, given the current observations. A c i,ξ with ξ ∈ {0, 1} the average synthetic image obtained when ρi is forced to ξ. It is a function of the other ρj, see figure 4 . λi is log
, the log-ratio of the prior probabilities. ∆ is a pseudo-distance between images. g(.) is the log of a normal density. A c i the image composed of 1s inside a rectangle standing for the silhouette of an individual at location i seen from camera c, and 0s elsewhere. Table 1 . Notations point of an iterative process that repeatedly solves a large system of coupled equations.
Probability of Occupancy
As shown in [5] , with the notations given in Table 1 , we have
In particular, A c i,ξ is the average synthetic image from camera c where the value of ρ i is forced to ξ ∈ {0, 1}. Average images such as the ones of figure 4, can be understood as the average of a large number of binary images generated randomly by putting human-sized rectangles at the various locations according to the ρ i . Those rectangular shapes are automatically generated from the computation of the homography between the ground plane and the top-view and the approximate knowledge of a person's height. We do not actually generate those binary images, but compute directly the average image.
When we force one of the ρ i to either 0 or 1, we make the corresponding rectangular shape in the average image either absent, as in figure 4 (c) or present with probability 1, as in figure 4 (d) . The expression (1) therefore makes sense: If the fit with the rectangular shapes for position i present in the images improves, the score g(∆ (V c , A i,1 ) ) grows, g(∆(V c , A i,0 )) becomes smaller and the sum in the exponential is negative, leading to a larger ρ i . Moreover, occlusion is taken into account naturally: If a rectangular shape at position i is occluded by another one whose presence is very likely, the value of ρ i does not influence the average image and only λ i remains in the exponential. Thus the resulting ρ i remains equal to the prior. 
Algorithm
Note that, in equation 1, A c i,ξ depends on the ρ j , j = i. We can therefore estimate the ρ i as follows: We first give them a uniform value and use them to compute the average synthetic images A c i,ξ . We then re-estimate every ρ i with equation (1) and iterate the process until a stable solution is reached, which typically takes about 100 iterations.
More formally, let ⊕ denote the pixel-wise disjunction operator between binary images (the "union" image), ⊗ the pixel-wise product (the "intersection" image), σ (I) the sum of the pixels of an image I and let 1 be the constant image whose pixels are all equal to 1. Given the expression of the average synthetic images [5] , we perform the following set of operations at each iteration: where λ i = log P (Xi=0) P (Xi=1) . Note that by using integral images, given any image I and any rectangular shape A, the cost of the computation of σ (I ⊗ A) does not depend on A, apart from a pre-computation whose cost is proportional to the area of I. At each iteration and for every c, the first step cost is proportional to the sum of the areas of the A i . The 4 other steps have a cost proportional to the number of positions. Except for the exponential in the last step, which has to be repeated for every location, the computation only involves sums and products and is therefore fast.
Finally, one can also estimate the number of people actually present in the scene. If we denote by N this unknown quantity, we have triviallyÊ
Results
In this section, we show experimental results obtained on two sequences shot by 4 cameras in a 20 square meter room. The cameras are located at every corner of the room, two of them being mounted at a height of 2.2m, while the two others are at a height of 1.7m. In the first 4000 frameone, 4 people enter the room successively. In the second 1000 frame-sequence, six people are moving about in the room.
Figures 5 and 6 depict a few frames of each sequence. In each case, we display the original images with the reprojection of each top view location where a person has been found standing, and the top view with the locations of detected people. The detection criterion consists of selecting theN locations with the highest probabilities, wherê N =Ê(N |V ) is the number of people the system automatically estimates (see §3.2).
In figure 6 we also display two isolated frames from the 6 people-sequence. The first one shows a successful detection for all 6 people in terms of localization, whereas the second one shows a good localization for 5 people and a failure for the last one. This second situation is actually very common in the 6 people-sequence and leads us to believe that incorporating temporal consistency upon our framework will improve the stability of the results and enable us to handle such a configuration.
To summarize, in our setting, using 4 cameras enables us to detect up to 4 people with very good accuracy, both in terms of the estimation of the number of people and the precision of people localization, as illustrated in the video. When dealing with a larger number of people, the averaged estimation of the number of people remains close to the true one, which may be of great interest when the target application focuses more on density estimation than on accurate people localization. Note that the upper limit of the number of people for a given camera setup is related to the area of the scene. The small size of our room leads to a high density of persons when more than four of them are present, and gives rise to frequent complete camera occlusions and unusable blobs such as the ones depicted by the last row of figure 6 .
We can compute precise error rates by counting in each frame the number of actually present individuals, the number of detected individuals, and the number of false detections. We define a correct detection as one for which the reprojected boxes intersect the individual on at least three camera views out of four. Such a tolerance accommodates for cases where, due to optical deformations, while the estimated location is correct, the reprojection does not match the real location on one view. With such a definition, the estimated false negative error rate on a continous 2min30s video is 6.14% and the false-positive error rate is 3.99%. In other words, in absolute terms, our detection performance is excellent considering that we have used only a small proportion of the available image information. In effect, our formalism is generic enough to incorporate other image clues that would definitely improve the performances.
We checked the influence of the size of the rectangular shapes we use as models: The results are almost unchanged for model sizes between 1.7 m and 2.2 m. The performance tends to decrease for sizes noticeably smaller. This can be explained easily: if the model is shorter than the person, the algorithm will be more sensitive to spurious binary blobs that it may explain by locating a person in the scene, which is less likely to happen with taller models.
Using a simple criterion to terminate the process when it has converged, the average computation time is less than 150ms per frame on a 2.4Ghz Intel Pentium-4, given a room with 784 locations (which corresponds to an accuracy of 25 cm for the ground plane coordinates), 4 cameras, and pictures of size 90 × 72. The whole process can therefore be done at about 5 frames per second. Background subtraction is performed using a real-time implementation of a change detector that extracts foreground objects from a reference image that is automatically generated and updated over time. It is designed for industrial applications and provided by an industrial partner.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for multi-view multi-people detection. Our main concern was to design a frame-by-frame detection algorithm able to deal as efficiently as possible with the occlusions that inevitably occur in a surveillance context. This algorithm achieves excellent performance without using either temporal continuity or sophisticated texture measures, which is attributable to the mathematically well-founded generative model we use. We therefore view it as potentially very useful component of a more complete system that would also use these additional sources of information.
It does not rely on either accurate result from the background subtraction or complex human shape models. Therefore, the low quality of the binary blobs we can deal with, as well as the very primitive human shape model we use should make our algorithm well-suited for typical surveillance applications where the binary blob may not have a standard human shape, for example because the person is carrying a suitcase or wearing a hat.
Moreover since the underlying generative model is a mapping between a set of top view locations and a set of binary shapes in each camera view, the approach is guaranteed to be versatile. It is in no way specific to people detection and could be used with few changes for other object detection applications that require a powerful occlusion handling capability.
